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"Guns are the most lethal, least regulated product in the U.S.," says the gun control lobby
Handgun Control, Inc.1 Advocates of more restrictive firearms laws, including gun bans, have
taken up the mantra of treating "guns like other consumer products."2 The fathers of this idea,
and its most articulate champions, are Stephen Teret and Jon Vernick, and I am honored to have
the opportunity to contribute to the dialogue about this new concept.
Teret and Vernick are among the smartest and most fair-minded people working on the gun
issue; they consistently frame their arguments to appeal to reason rather than to negative
emotions. Were all of the Great American Gun Debate conducted in Teret and Vernick's style,
our political life would be more civil.
I will essay a closer look at the implications of treating guns like consumer products. First, I
compare the regulatory treatment of guns to that of two other consumer products associated with
a large number of deaths: automobiles and alcohol. I suggest that, statistically speaking,
automobiles and alcohol are at least as dangerous as guns. Yet were we to treat guns like
automobiles or alcohol, we would have to remove most gun restrictions because guns are already
regulated much more strictly than automobiles or alcohol.
Next, I examine several particular proposals for "treating guns like consumer products" which
have been advanced by Teret and Vernick and by other proponents of the slogan, such as
Handgun Control, Inc., and the Violence Policy Center. These proposals include censoring gun
advertising, imposing certain design modifications on firearms (including "smart gun"
mandates), and banning handguns - actions to be accomplished by administrative decree rather
than by legislative choice. I suggest that the censorship proposals aim simply to silence one side
of a controversial policy debate; that the proposed design modifications would increase firearms
accidents and impair life-saving defensive firearms uses; and that banning handguns is too
momentous a decision to be undertaken by unelected administrators.
Finally, I argue that firearms should be treated like other consumer products, such as newspapers
and books, which are all protected by the Bill of Rights and by state constitutions.

I. Treating Guns Like Cars
The United States has both more guns and more cars per capita than any other nation.3 Both
products are seen by some as quintessential tools of American individualism. Advocates of a
more European-style social order, in which people rely more on the government for mobility and

security, decry the widespread use of these products. Yet, while a minority of Americans might
prefer that these products had never been invented, the majority appear content to live in a world
with cars and guns - and also content to have reasonable regulations placed on these potentially
dangerous products. This Part explains the true consequence of regulating guns in the same
fashion as cars, and then examines the relative dangers of these two consumer products.

A. Car Laws vs. Gun Laws
Should we start treating guns like cars? Handgun Control, Inc. has been saying so for years, and
Vice President Gore agreed in the summer of 1999. As he stated,
As President ... I will fight for a national requirement that every state issue photo
licenses [for handgun buyers]....We require a license to drive a car in this nation,
to keep unsafe drivers off the road.... Now we should require a license to own a
handgun - so people who shouldn't have them can't get them. 4
Gore further suggested that prospective licensees should have to "pass a background test, and
pass a gun safety test," a plan that would cause the gun lobby to "have a fit."5
If one extended Gore's analogy between gun licenses and drivers' licenses to the proposal that
guns should be generally treated like cars, it could lead to the most massive decontrol of firearms
in American history. Vice President Gore's proposal seeks a high degree of administrative
regulation of guns - but a closer examination of current regulations reveals that guns are already
far more regulated than cars. Laws that would really treat guns more like cars would be much
less restrictive than most current gun laws, and I would welcome such a result. Let us truly treat
guns like cars and sweep away most existing regulations.
The first law to go would be the 1986 federal ban on manufacture of new machine guns for sale
to ordinary citizens.6 Machine guns were banned because they fire much more rapidly than
ordinary guns, and this high-speed potential was considered dangerous and unnecessary - since
no ordinary person had a need for such a high-speed gun. We do not ban cars like Porsches just
because they are high-powered and can be driven much faster than the speed limit. Even though
it is much easier to exceed the speed limit in a Porsche than in a Hyundai, we let people choose
their cars regardless of their potential for speeding abuse. We even allow people to buy 13,000
horsepower Pratt & Whitney Jet Cars, which seem almost deliberately designed for speeding.
Likewise, we do not ban automobiles because they are underpowered, or are made with poor
quality metal. Those who want a Yugo can buy one. Under this analogy, the state-level bans on
inexpensive guns7 (so-called "junk guns" or "Saturday Night Specials") and federal rules against
the import of cheap guns would have to go. These laws are based on the theory that consumers
should not be allowed to purchase guns made from metal that melts at too low of a temperature,
because such guns are not well-made enough.
Further, if we agree with Handgun Control, Inc. President Robert Walker that we need to "treat[]
guns like cars,"8 we must repeal the thousands of laws regulating the purchase of firearms and

their possession on private property. The simple purchase of an automobile is subject to
essentially no restrictions. When a buyer shows up at the dealer's showroom, the dealer does not
conduct a background check to find out if the buyer has a conviction for vehicular homicide or
drunk driving. The only "waiting period" for car purchases runs from the time of the buyer's
decision to purchase to the time the salesman hands him the keys. This waiting period may last a
half hour or more if the auto dealership has a great deal of paperwork, or it may be even shorter.
In contrast, several states impose a waiting period on firearms purchases of several days to
several weeks.9 Furthermore, firearms are the only product in the United States for which FBI
permission, via the national background check, is required for every single retail consumer
purchase.10 Every time a person attempts to buy a gun, the gun store's owner must call the FBI
for permission to complete the sale. If the FBI gives permission for a gun sale on Monday and
the buyer returns on Tuesday to purchase a second gun, the store must call the FBI again.
Virtually no restrictions are imposed on car owners who operate their automobiles on private
property. A ranch owner whose driver's license is revoked can still drive his jeep all over the
ranch without penalty. Indeed, he can drink a case of beer before driving around his ranch and
still enjoy the ride knowing that he is not violating a single law,11 provided that he does not
injure an innocent person.
If we followed the analogy about treating guns like cars, we could abolish all laws concerning
gun storage in the home, as well those banning gun possession by certain persons on private
property. Current federal law outlaws gun possession, even on private property, by those
previously convicted of a violent or nonviolent felony12 or a misdemeanor involving domestic
violence,13 (such as two brothers having a fistfight on their front lawn thirty years ago), those
dishonorably discharged from the military,14 drug users (defined by regulation as any use in the
last year),15 illegal aliens,16 and various other "prohibited persons."17 Several states go even
further by conditioning gun possession (or all handgun possession) on special state-issued
licenses.18 If we really treated guns like cars, all of these laws would be swept away.
Most cities do prohibit property owners from storing their cars in an unsightly manner (for
example, on cinder blocks in the front yard), or from parking too many cars on the public street
in front of their house. Thus, gun owners will have to accept laws against leaving nonfunctional
guns strewn about their front yard, and will not be allowed to leave excessive numbers of guns
on the street (gun control groups frequently complain that there are "too many guns on the
street").
If a person keeps a car on his own property, he can tow the car to a friend's property and drive it
on that property. As long as he is merely towing the car, he needs no license and no restrictions
apply. Thus, gun owners should be allowed to transport their unloaded guns to private property
such as a shooting gallery for use on that property. Jurisdictions such as New York City would
no longer have the power to require a separate "target permit" just to take a gun to the local pistol
range.19
Supposing that the auto owner wants to use his car on public property, as most people do, a
driver is required to be duly licensed. To obtain a license to drive a car anywhere in public, most

states require that the licensee be at least fifteen or sixteen years of age, take a written safety test
that requires an IQ of no more than eighty to pass, drive the car for an examiner, and demonstrate
to the examiner that the driver knows how to operate the car and obey basic safety rules and
traffic signs. The license will be revoked or suspended if the driver violates various safety rules
or causes an accident while driving in public. Except in egregious cases, first or second offenses
do not usually result in license revocations. Once the license is issued, it is good in every state.
Vice-President Gore appeared to focus on these driver's license requirements when discussing
the need for handgun licensing, although he failed to recognize that such requirements only
apply to cars used in public and not to those operated on private property. The licensing of guns
touted by Gore is already in effect in thirty states, where adults with a clean record can obtain a
permit to carry a concealed handgun for lawful protection.20 To make the concealed handgun
licensing system exactly like the driver's system would require a few tweaks, such as reducing
the minimum age for a gun license (currently twenty-one or twenty-five in most states) as well as
the licensing fees, which can run over $100 in many states; mandating a written exam in those
few states without one; adding a practical demonstration test (currently administered in Texas
but not in most other states); and making licenses valid in all states rather than in only the issuing
state. Statewide validity of gun licenses could spur the proliferation of rent-a-gun stores for
travelers, similar to the current rent-a-car system.21 In addition, the nineteen states that currently
do not give handgun-carrying permits to every person with a clean record would have to change
their laws.
Some jurisdictions require the carry licensee only to register either the type of handgun for which
she was trained by a handgun instructor or the particular handguns she will carry.22 The Elbert
County, Colorado, sheriff does this, as do some sheriffs in other states. Under the treat-guns-likecars rule, an owner would have to register every gun that would be carried in public and pay an
annual or semiannual registration tax. Such registration would also be required for hunting or
target shooting guns used on public lands. The theory of auto registration is that once the auto is
driven on public streets, it acquires a certain public character and must be registered, unlike an
auto that is only used on private property. The strict "treat guns like cars" analogy from Handgun
Control, Inc., would therefore support registration of guns that are carried or used in public
places. Of course, once a person gets a driver's license, she can drive in any area open to the
public. Thus, we would have to repeal all the laws against carrying guns within a thousand feet
of a school, in bars, or on government property.23
Although legislative bodies do regulate gun design through laws about machine guns, "assault
weapons," and inexpensive guns, no federal agency has the authority to impose new design
standards on firearms. By contrast, federal regulators do impose a wide variety of safety rules on
automobiles. Thus, the one significant way in which treating guns like cars would lead to more
restrictive gun laws would be by allowing federal regulators to impose design controls on
firearms. This point, made by Teret and Vernick, will be addressed in detail in Part IV. For now,
it is sufficient to recognize that if we use the "treat guns like consumer products" approach to
create the regulatory regime advocated by Teret and Vernick, then we would have to jettison
most current gun laws that treat guns far more severely than cars or other consumer products.
Almost all such additional products are less regulated than cars and require no license and
registration at all, even for public use.

B. The Comparative Dangers of Guns and Cars
When faced with the prospect of treating guns like cars, some gun control advocates argue that
there are important differences in dangerousness between guns and cars. This is true: cars are
much more dangerous.
The annual death toll from automobiles is roughly 8000 higher than that from firearms.24 In
1994, there were roughly thirty-two automobile deaths for every 100,000 automobiles in the
United States.25 The same year, there were roughly fifteen firearm deaths for every 100,000
firearms in the United States.26 In any given year between 1990 and 1994, the average car was
about twice as likely to cause a death as was the average gun.

Table 1. Automobiles
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
average

Auto Fatalities27 # of autos28
46,814
143,549,627
43,536
142,955,623
40,982
144,213,429
41,893
146,314,296
42,524
133,929,662
43,150
142,192,527

Fatality Rate per 100,000 Autos
32.6
30.5
28.4
28.6
31.8
30.4

Table 2. Firearms
Firearms
Accidental
Deaths29
1,416
1990
1,441
1991
1,409
1992
1,521
1993
1,356
1994
Average 1,429
Year

Firearms
Suicide
Deaths 30
18,885
18,526
18,169
18,940
18,765
18,657

Firearms
Homicide
Deaths 31
13,035
14,373
15,489
16,136
15,456
14,898

Total
Firearms
Deaths 32
33,336
34,340
35,067
36,597
35,577
34,984

Number of
Firearms 33
212,823,547
216,695,946
222,067,343
228,660,966
235,604,001
223,170,361

Rate of death
per 100,000
firearms
15.6
15.8
15.8
16.0
15.1
15.7

Thus, if we select a random gun and a random car, the car is twice as likely to kill someone. It is
all the more anomalous that firearms are regulated so much more stringently than automobiles.
One response to data such as this is that guns are designed to kill. Yet killing is legal: animals
may be killed in compliance with hunting laws just as humans may be killed under laws
authorizing the use of deadly force against violent felony attacks. Some people might dispute the
moral legitimacy of either hunting or the defensive use of force, an issue which might be relevant

to a person ranking the comparative morality of manufacturers of various products.34 To the
parents of a dead child, however, the fact that the car that killed their child was not "designed" to
kill is meaningless. If someone is dead, relatives are no better off because the instrument of death
had a particular design purpose.
Another important difference between cars and firearms is that one family's ownership of a car
usually confers little benefit on other families, whereas gun ownership benefits society as a
whole, not just the owner. If my neighbors buy an additional car, my family is no better off;
indeed, we may be slightly worse off, since there is more competition for on-street parking and
more crowding on the highway. While cars are usually only beneficial to their owners, firearms
protect both owners and non-owners alike. As John Lott's research details, laws which allow
law-abiding citizens to carry concealed handguns for protection lead to between a five and eight
percent drop in violent crime.35 Because criminals do not know which potential victims may be
carrying a concealed handgun, everyone (not just gun carriers) benefits from the general
deterrent effect.
Similarly, the United States has a much lower "home invasion" burglary rate than do nations
such as Canada, Great Britain, and Australia, which outlaw defensive gun ownership. American
burglars - in sharp contrast to their Commonwealth counterparts - work hard to avoid entering
occupied homes. Because about half of American homes have guns and can lawfully have
firearms ready to use for protection against burglars, American burglars usually avoid home
invasions in order to avoid getting shot. Because burglars do not know which homes have guns
and which do not, they must take care to enter when no one is home. Thus, because some homes
have firearms, all American families are more secure from home invasion.36
Moreover, the design argument underscores how dangerous automobiles really are. Almost all
firearm deaths come from intentional shootings - homicides or suicides. Only four percent of
firearm deaths are accidental.37 Cars are thus twice as likely to kill as guns are, even though the
killer behind the wheel does not intend to take a life. Significantly, about half of the people who
die from guns are suicide victims who chose to die, whereas few people who die in automobile
accidents chose to die.38
Firearm policy has been significantly affected by several highly-publicized cases of mass
murder. For example, in April 1999, two young men, armed with two guns each, killed thirteen
people at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado. The worst firearms mass murder in the
United States was perpetrated by a man who murdered two dozen people at a Luby's Cafeteria in
Killeen, Texas. Contrast the Luby's murderer, who intended to kill, with Larry Mahoney - a
drunk driver who did not intend to hurt anyone but caused an accident that killed twenty-seven
people in May 1988. What is our public policy response to mass killers like Larry Mahoney?
Notably, efforts to control drunk drivers involve virtually no restrictions on people who do not
drive drunk, other than roadside sobriety checkpoints to check for drunk drivers. With
automobiles, our laws target people who intentionally or recklessly misuse the product; we do
not blame lawful users for criminal misuses. But after Columbine, the "gun culture" and the
NRA were blamed for the acts of two murderers.
It should be noted that the type of people who cause accidents with automobiles are the same

type who cause accidents with firearms. Many gun and automobile accidents involving adults are
the result of recklessness more than ignorance. Adults and older teenagers who cause firearms
accidents are unlike the rest of the population. They are "disproportionately involved in other
accidents, violent crime and heavy drinking."39 Indeed, they tend to have a record of reckless
driving and automobile accidents.40 Long before Stephen Teret, Jon Vernick, and I were old
enough to write anything on firearms policy, psychologist Albert Elkin observed:
There is no doubt that a large number of automobile deaths are caused by unstable people who
are highly neurotic or psychotic or psychopathic. An attack on the problems that pertain to the
misuse of firearms is an attack on the same ones that pertain to the misuse of automobiles.41

II. Guns and Alcohol
By some estimates, alcohol is responsible for 100,000 deaths each year42 --greater than firearms
and automobiles combined.43 In 1996, for example, 41% of all traffic fatalities were alcoholrelated.44 Forty-one percent of convicted jail inmates committed their most recent offense while
using alcohol.45 Of convicted violent offenders in state prison, 38% were drinking at the time of
their crime.46 Convicted murderers in state prison reported that alcohol was a factor in
approximately 50% of the murders they committed.47 Twenty-eight percent of convicted robbers
in state prison were likewise under the influence of alcohol at the time of their offense.48 About
one third of child molesters were drinking before committing the offense for which they were
convicted.49 As with firearms, the presence of alcohol tends to make injuries from violent
incidents more severe. 50
In addition, as many as eighty percent of persons who attempted to commit suicide were drinking
beforehand.51 Although most drinkers drink responsibly, it would be absurd to deny that
irresponsible drinking helps cause an immense number of deaths and crime. For a while, the
United States attempted to address the problem of alcohol abuse by banning alcohol altogether.
When Prohibition caused more problems than it fixed, more moderate regulations replaced the
absolute ban on alcohol. These regulations could be considerably tougher than they are.52
In sum, the legal system does not currently treat guns like other consumer products. They are
subject to a vast range of more restrictive laws that, on the whole, are much more severe than the
laws regulating consumer products that kill more people than guns, such as automobiles and
alcohol.

III. Advertising
In one important respect, firearms, like most other consumer products, are subject to significantly
less regulation than alcohol, the advertising of which is rigorously censored by the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms ("BATF").53
As far as advertising goes, firearms are treated like every other consumer product: the Federal
Trade Commission and its state analogues have the authority to prohibit unfair or deceptive
advertising. On the basis of existing law, the Johns Hopkins Center for Gun Policy and Research
has filed a petition with the FTC to ban firearms advertising that mentions the protective benefits

of firearms.54 A separate petition on the same subject has been filed by the Center to Prevent
Handgun Violence ("CPHV").55
The FTC Act gives the FTC the power to ban advertising that is "deceptive" or "unfair,"56 and
the petitions allege that the defensive firearms ads are both.57 The ads are purportedly
"deceptive" because gun ownership does not increase safety in the home and is in fact dangerous.
Under FTC policy, an advertisement is "unfair" if it causes "substantial injury to consumers
which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and not outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition."58
The petitioners believe that the defensive gun ads are unfair because they encourage people to
own guns for protection. Gun ownership leads to substantial injuries (e.g., death and nonfatal
wounds), yet there are no countervailing benefits because defensive gun use is extremely rare.
The petitioners support their case for the counterproductive nature of defensive gun ownership
by citing several medical journal articles.59
The petitioners compare the annual number of gun misuses to the annual number of defensive
gun uses (which they claim to be 85,000).60 In the context of gun advertising, however, that
comparison misses the point entirely. Since the number of gun misuses annually (including all
gun crime) is much larger than 85,000, guns are said to have no net protective benefit. Actually,
a huge fraction of gun misuse is perpetrated by persons - such as convicted felons - who are
barred from purchasing guns by federal and state law. These gun misusers are not the focus of
the gun industry's ads, since the gun industry targets people who can buy new guns in stores. The
issue for advertising is not whether, on the whole, guns benefit society, but whether guns
purchased by legal gun purchasers (adults who receive permission from the FBI) are more likely
to harm than to protect purchasers' households. That illegal gun possessors cause more harm than
legal gun owners prevent is irrelevant to whether a gun in the home of a law-abiding purchaser is
a net danger to that home.
The "unfair" prong of the FTC's censorship authority asks whether a particular harm is
"reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves."61 The harm of gun injury from a home
handgun is entirely avoidable: following the manufacturer's instructions that accompany each
firearm purchase will prevent gun accidents. Other harms are fully avoidable if the owner does
not commit intentional violent felonies with the gun, does not try to kill himself, and keeps the
gun away from anyone who might commit such horrible acts. Nevertheless, the Teret and
Vernick petition claims that the harms of gun ownership - especially homicides - cannot be
avoided by consumers. In effect, the argument is that American consumers are by nature so hottempered that they cannot reasonably be expected to refrain from killing somebody. Under this
view, the only way to guarantee safety is to prevent people from having any kind of gun, even a
locked one. Given this dark picture of ordinary Americans as would-be murderers, it is not
surprising that these same Americans are considered too stupid and vulnerable to be exposed to
advertising about the ownership and use of handguns for protection.
The logic of the censorship petition lays the foundation for banning all gun ads, not just those
touting defensive gun ownership. After all, if the risks of owning any gun at home really are so
great compared to the benefits, and lawful gun owners are so incapable of controlling their

behavior, then any ad that encourages people to bring a gun into the home for whatever reason
could be considered "unfair."62
The censorship petitions carefully avoid extensive evidence illustrating the defensive benefits of
gun ownership. Instead, they critique just one study, conducted by Professor Gary Kleck, which
estimated that there were roughly 2.5 million defensive gun uses annually during the period from
1988 to 1993.63 The petitions do not mention the dozen other studies that report the number of
annual defensive gun uses as being at least in the high hundred thousands.64
More importantly, the censorship petitions ignore the most relevant evidence regarding the
defensive use of guns: data from the federal government's National Crime Survey that shows that
if a robbery victim does not defend herself, the robbery will succeed 88% of the time, and the
victim will be injured 25% of the time.65 If the victim resists with a gun, however, the robbery
"success" rate falls to 30%, and the victim-injury rate falls to 17%.66 No other response to a
robbery - from using a knife, to shouting for help, to fleeing - produces such a low rate of
robbery success and victim injury.67 Of course, these statistics do not imply that drawing a gun is
the safest response to every conceivable criminal attack; in some circumstances, another course,
including submission, may be more prudent.
The censorship petitions were filed before publication of John Lott's research, which found that
enactment of concealed handgun laws resulted in violent crime rate drops of 5-8%. The
petitioners thus cannot fairly be blamed for failing to analyze Lott's data.68 The censorship
petitions, however, were filed long after data became available from several states with
concealed-handgun carry laws that showed that concealed-carry permit holders virtually never
misuse their guns.69 Whatever one thinks of Lott's findings about drops in the violent crime rate,
the state data regarding license holders themselves clearly show that licensed gun owners are
unlikely to commit gun crimes.
In addition, the analysis in the censorship petitions ignores evidence showing that the widespread
presence of defensive guns in American homes plays a major role in reducing the rate of "hot"
burglaries, or break-ins while the victims are home.70
Looking at all available scholarly evidence, the most that one can say in favor of the anti-gun
argument is that the evidence is inconclusive. The least favorable is that almost all of the antigun
studies are junk science created by people with medical degrees who have little expertise in the
subject at hand;71 the studies finding significant benefits from defensive gun ownership are
written by some of the nation's most eminent criminologists.72
The censorship petitions endanger more than the First and Second Amendments. A Republican
form of government itself is at issue. Neither Congress nor a single state legislature has ever
voted to censor gun advertising. The petitioners are trying to win through bureaucracy what they
could never win at the ballot box or in a legislature. When Congress created the FTC, it never
contemplated that the Commission would consider censoring advertisements for mainstream
concepts such as defensive gun ownership. The FTC should have promptly shipped the
censorship petition back to its senders. That the FTC has spent several years apparently giving
the censorship petitions serious consideration is in itself an abuse of administrative power.

The censorship petitions highlight the problem with the theory that commercial speech should
receive a lesser degree of constitutional protection than noncommercial speech. The issue of
defensive gun ownership is a subject of intense political debate - precisely the kind of debate
which is at the heart of the First Amendment. The ads that Teret, Vernick, and the other
petitioners want to censor are very much part of that debate, for the ads promote defensive gun
ownership and project the idea that ordinary Americans are responsible enough to own guns for
protection. The expression of this idea is entitled to First Amendment protection, regardless
whether the idea is expressed in the Maryland Law Review or in a print advertisement from
North American Arms.

IV. Teret and Vernick's Gun Designs
The FTC censorship controversy shows that power granted for one purpose - the power that
Congress granted the FTC to crack down on advertising for phony patent medicines and the like
- can be perverted for wholly unintended purposes. Thus, it is quite reasonable for persons who
care about Second Amendment rights to be concerned about what might result if an
administrative agency were given administrative authority to impose "safe" gun designs.
The HELP Network, to which Teret and Vernick's research center belongs, states, "many believe
that the gun industry - like other industries - should be required to make their products as safe as
possible."73 Manufacturers, however, are required not to make their products "as safe as
possible," but only to include safety features that do not impede the usefulness of the products.
Automobiles could be much safer if they weighed six tons and had regulators on their engines to
ensure a maximum speed of fifteen miles per hour. For every consumer product, there are tradeoffs between safety and functionality. The trade-offs proposed in the name of "treating guns like
consumer products" are doubly dangerous. First, they will fail at their primary goal of reducing
gun accidents and will instead increase accidents. Second, these trade-offs will reduce the
usefulness of guns to fulfill their primary purpose of saving lives in lawful self-defense.
When the issue is stated at a high level of abstraction, however, the Teret and Vernick proposals
seem appealing. Teret and Vernick's research center reports:
There is overwhelming public support for the regulation of guns as consumer
products, especially with regard to safety. Seventy-five percent (75%) of those
surveyed support government safety regulations for gun design. Eighty-six
percent (86%) support legislation requiring all new handguns to be childproof
and 68% favor legislation requiring all new handguns to be personalized (guns
that, by design, can only be fired by an authorized user). 74
The high "yes" numbers on this survey reflect the fact that most people cannot think of any
reason why guns should not be "child-proof" and cannot imagine that "childproof" gun laws
might actually increase gun accidents. Or respondents may have wanted to supply the "politically
correct" answer.75

In this Part, I begin by examining some of the particular mechanical devices which Teret and
Vernick favor. Next, I address Teret and Vernick's proposal for a "smart gun," and show the
serious dangers caused by this nonexistent product. The next section examines the endgame of
treating guns like consumer products: allowing handguns to be banned by administrative fiat.
Finally, I address the issue of self-defense and how advocates of treating guns like consumer
products ignore the harm that their proposals will cause by reducing citizens' ability to engage in
lawful self-defense. The harm is ignored because the advocates morally oppose the use of guns
for lawful self-defense.
A. Magazine Disconnects
A minority of firearms manufacturers puts a "magazine disconnect" in their self-loading pistols.
The magazine disconnect prevents a shooter from firing when there is a round in the chamber but
the magazine is not in the gun. Some gun owners prefer guns with magazine disconnects, but
others fear that the magazine disconnect might prevent the gun from firing in an emergency. For
example, if a person under attack needed to reload a semiautomatic pistol and dropped the fresh
magazine that she was trying to insert into the gun, the gun would not work. Even with a round
left in the chamber, the victim would not be able to use that round to stop the attacker. The
magazine disconnect could thus result in the murder of an innocent victim.
One of Teret and Vernick's monographs features a speech by a lawyer for an anti-gun
organization who sued Beretta over the company's decision not to put a magazine disconnect on
its self-loading handguns. In California, the parents of a teenager who was shot and killed by a
friend during careless gun play sued the gun's manufacturer. The Center to Prevent Handgun
Violence represented the victim's parents.76 Although the lawsuit was brought in San Francisco,
hardly a "pro-gun" jurisdiction, the jury rejected the claim that the gun manufacturer should be
responsible for the consequences of gun misuse.77
If guns were possessed legitimately only for sporting purposes, then magazine disconnects
should be required equipment. If a sporting shooter cannot fire a round because a magazine has
been dropped, the worst scenario is that the shooter loses a target shooting match or that a hunted
animal escapes. If firearms are legitimately possessed for protection, however, many gun buyers
will choose not to buy guns that might fail to function in an emergency. Thus, many firearms
companies will make firearms which defensive buyers want - guns without magazine
disconnects.
B. "Childproof" Devices such as Locks
The notion of forcing firearms to contain equipment that could theoretically prevent them from
being fired by small children is also high on the agenda of "treating guns like consumer
products." A government mandate on this equipment is likely to increase, rather than decrease,
accidental deaths.
According to Teret and Vernick's survey, the potential consumer market for guns with
"childproof" equipment is huge. The Teret and Vernick survey asked: "Even though you said you
were unlikely to buy a gun in the future, do you think you would ever consider buying a

childproof handgun?" Just over thirty-five percent said "yes."78 The prospect of opening up a
huge additional market - one-third of all homes that do not have guns - would be attractive to any
rational consumer products company. There is, therefore, no need for the government to force
firearms companies to pursue profit opportunities that the companies are neglecting.
Any company that markets a "childproof" gun - and any public policy expert who urges
mandates for such guns - must recognize that such guns will be left around children more often.
After all, if the gun is really "childproof," there is no risk in leaving it near children. No one,
however, would seriously propose treating a gun so casually because no one would risk a child's
life or a commercial claim that a product is totally childproof. Moreover, despite the rhetoric
about "childproof" guns, it is doubtful that a truly childproof device can ever be made. At best, a
"childproof" device of any type could only reliably be expected to deter children under age six or
thereabouts who would have neither the strength nor the ingenuity to defeat a safety device.79
Design-standard modifications would be of little benefit in reducing the more common type of
childhood gun accident, involving preteen and older boys.80 According to the National Center for
Health Statistics, in 1997 there were twenty fatal gun accidents involving children aged zero to
four, and 122 such accidents for children aged five to fourteen.81 Today's allegedly "childproof"
gun products are still not truly childproof.82 If a gun with a trigger lock is dropped accidentally,
the gun could discharge. Every gun sold in the United States today is built not to fire if dropped,
but a trigger lock, despite its billing as a safety feature, may defeat this important safety
innovation.83
In short, safety devices may reduce the possibility of a gun being fired carelessly, but they cannot
eliminate that possibility. That is why the National Rifle Association, and every other
organization that conducts firearms safety training, teaches three rules of gun safety. First,
"always keep the gun pointed in a safe direction;" second, "keep your finger off the trigger until
ready to shoot;" and third, "always keep the gun unloaded until ready to use."84 People who
follow these rules will never cause a gun accident. If people believe that some mechanical device
has rendered a gun harmless, they may be more careless about following the safety rules.
Accidents will be the inevitable result.
"An analogy might be drawn to preventing aspirin-related poisoning deaths to children," writes
Teret.85 Teret provides a good analogy, but it works against his intended point. Federal laws
requiring "childproof" safety caps for analgesics such as Tylenol have apparently led to an
increase in child poisonings. Lulled by the presence of the federally-required safety device on
medicine bottles, many adults have been leaving dangerous medicines within easy reach of
children. These "childproof" caps are merely child-resistant.86 A child could get into a bottle left
within his reach if the cap was put on improperly. Alternatively, a child can simply break open
the bottle or cut through it with a knife.
Mandatory seat belt laws have a similar "lulling" effect: they paradoxically increase the deaths of
innocents. Seat belts make it much more likely that automobile occupants will survive a crash, so
for decades, safety-conscious drivers and passengers have worn safety belts voluntarily. In recent
years, however, governments have begun imposing fines on automobile occupants who choose
not to buckle up. Although this strategy may increase seat belt use, it also increases the deaths of
innocent people. Studies have shown that when forced to buckle up, reluctant bucklers drive

faster; recognizing that they are safer with the seat belts on, these drivers compensate for the
increased safety by driving more aggressively.87 As a result, innocent pedestrians and occupants
of other automobiles are injured or killed in accidents caused by the extra risk-taking that
resulted from mandatory seat belt laws. In essence, the government increases the safety of
careless people at the expense of the safety of careful people. Even if this policy results in a net
saving of lives, it is immoral to kill (indirectly) innocents in order to protect fools from their
folly.
With firearms, the consequences of the lulling effect will be much deadlier than with medicine
caps or seat belts. If the government claims that a gun is "childproof" - because it has some
device that the government mandated - then firearms safety training will be severely undermined.
If the gun is "childproof," then many parents will be less cautious with regard to firearm-safety
rules and allow their children to be careless. For example, parents and children alike might point
the gun in a dangerous direction, put a finger on the trigger even when not ready to shoot, or
store the gun loaded, even when the gun is used only for sporting purposes. These behaviors
might not cause harm as long as the "childproof" devices work properly. What happens, though,
when these adults and children - conditioned to ignore gun safety rules - come across a gun that
does not have one of these devices? Whatever laws may be enacted today, a supply of eighty
million handguns currently exists in American homes, hardly any of which have the
Teret/Vernick devices. Moreover, the Teret/Vernick proposals would not apply to any newly
produced or any of the extant supply of 160 million rifles and shotguns. It is terrifying to imagine
what will happen when people who think that guns are "childproof" - because the government
told them so - encounter guns that are not "childproof."88
It is fair to say that consumers are not rushing to buy the paraphernalia that Teret, Vernick, and
their allies would mandate. If Teret and Vernick really believe that there are genuinely
childproof (not merely child-resistant) devices that will not impede a firearm's utility for defense
of innocent life, then they should promptly set up a "Safety Handgun Company" and sell
firearms to a brand new market segment. The consistent failure of these products in the free
market is a much better guide to what consumers really want than the snap answer that people
give to pollsters after the pollsters have warmed them up with comments about child safety.89
C. Unreliable Guns Are Not "Smart"
The "childproof" gun issue is a minor league version of a major gun control issue which Teret
and Vernick have created almost single-handedly: "smart" guns. As with "childproof" guns,
consumers say that they want a "smart" gun. When asked, thirty-five percent of non-gun owners
responded affirmatively to the following question: "Even though you said you were unlikely to
buy a gun in the future, do you think you would ever consider buying a handgun that would only
fire for the owner of the gun?"90 Consequently, the first gun company to create such a product
will likely reap a considerable profit. Given this financial incentive, there is no need for the
"technology-forcing" mandate advocated by Teret and Vernick.91
As with so-called "childproof guns," "smart guns" might reduce some of the twenty annual fatal
gun accidents involving small children. As the Violence Policy Center's Josh Sugarmann points
out, however:

The flaw in "smart" guns, with devices that allow only so-called "authorized
users" to fire them, is that the vast majority of death and injury is caused by the
people the guns would be programmed to recognize as authorized: from people
who commit suicide to angry spouses to criminals who will simply get their smart
guns from organized traffickers.92
Even the accident-reduction gains of "smart guns" are likely to be more than offset by increased
fatalities from the same kinds of problems that would plague "childproof" guns. First, adults and
children will be less likely to obey gun safety rules because they will believe that the "smart"
technology will make an accident impossible, and therefore more likely to cause an accident with
the "smart gun" itself or any of the 240 million older guns they encounter. Second, the high costs
of "smart guns" may make gun ownership impossible for some people. The kind of people who
live in a poor neighborhood with little police protection and rely on a $75 pistol for protection
may not be able to defend themselves if the cost rises to $ 150 or more because of a
Teret/Vernick-inspired mandate. Since many of these poor people will not have small children in
the home, there is no realistic safety benefit gained from the government forcing them to buy
guns with expensive technology. Mandating this unneeded technology would be de facto
prevention of the poor from buying guns.93
No group would benefit more from a truly reliable, personalized gun than police officers; nine
percent of all murders of the police are perpetrated with a gun that has been snatched from a
police officer.94 As opposed to defensive handguns carried by ordinary citizens, which by law
must usually be concealed,95 police guns are uniquely vulnerable to being stolen because they are
normally worn on an exposed belt holster.
When Sandia Labs in New Mexico evaluated every known form of personalized gun technology
for possible police adoption, reliability problems prevented any technology from receiving better
than a "B" grade.96 Although personalized gun advocates may claim that various technologies are
completely reliable, Teret and Vernick's model bill to mandate personalized guns illustrates the
unreliability of those technologies. The bill exempts police guns.97 This exemption seems rather
strange since the police have much to gain from personalized guns that work correctly. As Teret
and Vernick appear to recognize, however, police opposition would instantly kill any smart gun
bill, and police opposition would be gigantic, were the police included in the bill.
Simply put, the police will not tolerate a gun that is any less than completely reliable.
Furthermore, since civilians, like law enforcement officers, have the legal right to use deadly
force to protect themselves or others from serious violent felonies when lesser force would be
insufficient,98 civilians are just as entitled as police officers to be able to purchase completely
reliable firearms.
Teret and Vernick justify the exemption for police officers by claiming that "although law
enforcement officials are often killed or injured with their own firearms and would benefit from
personalized guns, they may require guns with slightly different technology than guns for
domestic use."99 Teret and Vernick's argument is unsound. The firearms needs of an ordinary
citizen being attacked by three gangsters are nearly identical to those of a police officer being
attacked by three gangsters. If police and domestic needs are different at all, the differences

militate in favor of granting domestic users, not the police, the exemption. An ordinary citizen
may experience more stress during a confrontation and thus be more likely to have sweaty hands
or to shake while holding the gun, thereby preventing a palm-print reader (one form of
personalization technology) from working. Citizens away from home are also much less likely to
carry a second back-up gun than police officers, who commonly carry back-up guns in ankle
holsters. Thus, the civilian is less likely to have an alternative if the first gun fails to operate.
Furthermore, while police officers handle their guns every day, most domestic users who keep a
gun for home protection do not; thus, the police officer will be alerted when a battery needed to
operate a personalized gun has gone dead and needs to be replaced. The homeowner may not
discover the dead battery until he picks up the gun during an emergency.
If personalized handguns really are reliable, then another change is needed to their model act.
Besides taking out the police exemption, Teret and Vernick should insert a provision waiving
sovereign immunity and providing full compensation for lawful gun owners (or their estates)
who are injured or killed because an allegedly "smart" gun failed to function. If smart guns are
reliable, then there should be no objection to assuaging the fears of skeptics; and this reassurance
will cost the government nothing. On the other hand, if smart guns are not really smart enough to
put the state treasury at risk, neither should the safety of crime victims be put at risk.
D. Banning Guns
The endgame of "treating guns like consumer products" is letting an administrative agency
impose handgun prohibition. Josh Sugarmann demands that Congress:
pass far-reaching industry regulation like the Firearms Safety and Consumer
Protection Act introduced by Senator Robert Torricelli, Democrat of New Jersey,
and Representative Patrick Kennedy, Democrat of Rhode Island. Their measure
would give the Treasury Department health and safety authority over the gun
industry, and any rational regulator with that authority would ban handguns. 100
As detailed in a book by Tom Diaz, Sugarmann's colleague at the Violence Policy Center, this
administrative authority should also be used to prohibit various types of rifles and shotguns.101
Put aside the constitutional arguments against these proposals.102 Put aside the benefits in the
cost/benefit calculus and assume that wiping out defensive handgun use is of no
consequence.103 Even so, the costs of handgun prohibition are certain to be enormous - for the
same reason that alcohol and drug prohibition imposed enormous costs.104 There are tens of
millions of people who will be turned into criminals by a prohibition law and who will become
customers for an immense black market. Today's American prisons contain more drug criminals
than violent criminals; the number of "criminals" who violate handgun prohibition laws may
well exceed the number of people who currently violate the drug prohibition laws. The
devastation that drug prohibition has imposed on the Constitution is immense - including, but not
limited to, a massive weakening of Fourth Amendment protections from illegal searches and
Fifth Amendment protections against the taking of property without due process.105 The drug
"war" has also been the main engine for the militarization of American law enforcement, which
has led to increased violence and death, and erosion of civilian control over the military.106
Arguably, all of these costs were worthwhile for alcohol prohibition, and are worthwhile for drug

prohibition since both alcohol and drug abuse have many destructive consequences. If the United
States is to launch itself into another prohibition war that will be at least as costly as drug
prohibition and that could set off a literal civil war, then such a momentous decision should be
made by an elected legislature and not by a three-man majority of some five-member
commission.
Public opinion polls show that a very large majority of the American public opposes handgun
prohibition.107 Every time handgun prohibition has appeared on the ballot anywhere in the
United States it has lost, usually by a landslide.108 Unsurprisingly, there is not a single state
where a handgun prohibition bill has passed even a single legislative body in the last three
decades. Is all this to be swept away by three men on some commission in a building in
Washington, D.C.? Handgun prohibition advocates have every right to continue to argue their
case to the public; but until they convince the public, a decent respect for our republican form of
government requires that prohibition not be imposed by administrative fiat.

Conclusion
Guns should be treated like a particular set of consumer products: consumer products that are
protected by the Constitution.109 These include books, Bibles, and birth control devices. For all
of these products, a certain degree of government regulation is accepted. A store that wishes to
sell Bibles must comply with zoning laws and pay sales taxes. As detailed in Part I, firearms are
already subject to a host of regulations - more so than perhaps any other consumer product. The
Grosjean case, however, teaches us that when the government singles out a constitutional
consumer product for punitive taxation or regulation, the government oversteps its authority.110
Guns should be treated like the constitutional consumer products they are. The current heavy
regulation of firearms - more severe than that of nonconstitutional and highly dangerous products
such as automobiles and alcohol - should be reformed. Firearms advertising that mentions selfdefense should not be censored - for the same reason that other consumer product manufacturers
are allowed to discuss controversial issues regarding their products. Firearms companies should
be allowed to respond to consumer demand by making firearms ever safer in the home and more
reliable in emergencies. Consumers, not professors or politicians, are the best judges of the types
of firearms which consumers need to defend their families. Efforts to ban handguns or to impede
armed self-defense are just as constitutionally impermissible as efforts to ban books or to impede
free assembly. It will be a great day for the Second Amendment when American laws finally
begin treating firearms like constitutional consumer products.
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Muscarello v. United States, 524 U.S. 125, 143 (1998) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting)
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meaning of "to bear arms" for personal use found in the Second Amendment);
Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997) (Thomas, J., concurring) (reading the
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art. 16 (same); Va. Const. art. I, 13 (same); Wash. Const. art. I, 24 (same); W. Va.
Const. art. III, 22 (same); Wis. Const. art. I, 25 (same); Wyo. Const. art. I, 24
(same). In 42 of these states, the right has been construed as an individual right,
Massachusetts being the lone exception.
Under state constitutions, 20 gun control laws have been declared unconstitutional
over the years. For a list of cases, see David B. Kopel et al., "A Tale of Three
Cities: The Right to Bear Arms in State Supreme Courts," 68 Temp. L. Rev.
1177, 1180 n.12 (1995).
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